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B(X, Y) = sp(ad X ad Y) (X, Ye a,*). Given any linear function X on
* we denote by Hx the unique element in f)* such that X(H) = B(H, Hx)
for all H e V*. Let H1, . . ., HI be a base for tj1, over R. Then it is also
a base for b* over C. We shall say that X is real if H,, = E ciHi(ci eR)
1 Si .1
and furthermore that X > 0 if X $ 0 and cj > 0 where j is the least index
(1 ! j . 1) such that cj 3£ 0. For every root a of g* (with respect to f*)
we choose an element Xa $ 0 in g* such that [H, Xa] = a(H) * Xa (Hee*)
We can do this in such a way that B(Xa, X-,) = 1 and X. + X_,
V/-1* (X,,-X_X) arebothin V?. Put Ha = E a'H,(a' eR) and let
1 s. _l
91* = EI C*Xc where P is the set of all positive roots. Then 9* is a
P
nilpotent subalgebra of g* to which there corresponds an analytic subgroup
N of G. 6
Let C,-(G) be the class of complex-valued functions on G which are
everywhere defined and indefinitely differentiable and which vanish
outside a compact set. For any complex number c we denofe by c its
complex conjugate. Moreover if z = x + V/-1 y (x, y e R) is a complex
variable and f a complex-valued differentiable function of x and y, we
write
af = (x)fpaf = (x+a/-1 a-f.
We shall now first prove a formula which has been obtained by Gelfand
and Naimark2 in the case when G is the n X n complex unimodular group.
Let X exp X(X e o) denote the exponential mapping of go into G.
Put p = - a and let du and dn denote the elements of the invariant2eae p
Haar measures on K and N respectively. We assume that 1K du = 1.
THEOREM 1. Put H. = fj ai*Hi(ai e C) and
1 si S1
- b
Da ct-, Da = E a - (Cl P).
< i <l bai l < i . b
Then with a suitable normalization of dn we have
f(1) = lim II DaDa{eI(He3) + p(Ha) f f[u(expHa)nu1] dudn}
HNO raP K XN
for any' f e C,j(G).
We give below a rapid sketch of the various steps leading to the proof
of this theorem. Let 0 denote the automorphism of go over R given by
0(X + Y) = X - Y (X e Vo, Y e $3o). Let 91, denote the set 91* regarded
as a vector space over R and let dX(X e 9W.) be the element of the usual
Euclidean measure on 91.
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LEMMA 1. There exists a real constant c > 0 such that
lim - {eP(H - OH) f f[(exp tH)n] dn} =
0dt
c f{-f[exp(X + tH)] dX (t e R)
si dt t=O
for any f e Cj (G) and H e N).
Since go is a real Euclidean space it may be regarded as an analytic
manifold. Let C,'(go) be the class of all complex-valued functions on
go which are everywhere indefinitely differentiable and which vanish
outside a compact set. Put
X = E ai*Hi'+ z Z*Xa+ E Z-_*X-,1< i < I ae P ae P
where ai, z2, z_.(1 < i < 1, a e P) are independent complex variables.
For any complex variable z = x + /-1 y (x, y e R) let d,(z) denote the
element dx dy of Euclidean measure on the corresponding complex plane.
Let x -- Ad(x) (x e G) be the adjoint representation of G. Consider a
function F e C,'(go) such that F(A.d(u)X) = F(X) (u e K). Put
g(Y) =
(2T)" J0 exp ( A=I [B(X, Y) + B(X, Y)]) F(X) dX (Y e go). (1)
1
Here n = - dimR go and dX = III dM(ai)IdHc(za)d1A(z_.). Then if2 1 _ i _ I a e P
we assume, as we may, that B(H1, Hj) = bij (1 < i, j < 1) it follows
that
F(O) = (21)n j g(X) dX (2)
and g(Ad(u)X) = g(X) (u e K, X e go). Now it is known that
U Ad(u) (f0 + 91) = go and from this we can deduce the following
Ue K
lemma.
LEMMA 2. Let g(X) be a measurable function on g0 such that
g[Ad(u)X] = g(X) (ueK,Xego) and , g(X)| dX< Co
Then
I g(X) dX= f II a(H)|2g(Z+ H) dZdH
JQO JZ f ~9Q0 aefp
He to
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where dZ and dH are the elements of the (suitably normalized) Euclidean
measures on 91o and fo respectively.
Applying this lemma to equation (2) we get
F(O) = Hlm {c I DaDF(Z + Ha) dZ}
Ha 0 a ei P
where c is a positive real constant depending only on the normalization of
dZ. The assertion of the theorem now follows without much difficulty
if we take into account lemma 1.
Now we assume that the base H1, ..., HI is so chosen that exp Ha = 1
if and only if V-1 2'r 1 _ i . I are all rational integers. Let A, A+ and
A- be the analytic subgroups of G corresponding to )o, b)0j and b). re-
spectively. Then A- is compact while A+ is simply connected. For
any h e A we denote by h+ and h- the unique elements in A+ and A-
respectively such that h = h+h-. Also let log h+ denote the unique
element H e f). such that h+ = exp H. Let -+ be the set of all linear
functions v on b* such that v(H) is real for all H e bi$. Moreover let a-
denote the set of all linear functions A on f* such that A(Hi)l < i <5 1 are
all integers. Given any v e a+ and A e a- put
t', A(h) = ev'- v(log h+)eA(lO h) (h c A)
log h- being any element in , such that exp (log h-) = h-. It is known
that the mapping (u, h, n) uhn(u e K, h e A+, n e N) is a topological
mapping of K X A+ X N on G. We may normalize the Haar measure
on G in such a way that
dx =e-0009 h) du dh dn (x =uhn, u e K, he A+, n e N)
dh being the Haar measure on A+. Moreover we assume that the normali-
zation of the various Haar measures is sucb that Theorem 1 holds and
fKdu = 1, JA dh- =1, dh = dh+dh- (h eA).
For any x e G and u e K define u, e K and H(x, u) e l)%, by the relation
xu = ux[exp H(x, u)]n (n e N).
Given any A e a- let t' denote the set of all continuous functions t on K
such that
*(u exp H) = e-('Ifm(u) (u e K, H e tio).
Let L2(K) be the Hilbert space consisting of all measurable and square-
integrable functions on K, taken with the usual norm. Then the closure
tA of IN' in L2(K) is a Hilbert space. For any v e a+ we define a unitary
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representation T,, A of G on tA as follows. If # e ,. its transform i-,,A(X) y6
= ( is given by
,o(u) = e v (H(x-1, u))e-2p(H(x-1, u)),t,(u_) (u e K).
It is easily proved that if f e Cj'(G), the operator
fG f(x)Tr, A(x) dx
has a trace T, A(f) which is given by
T,, A(f) = f f(uhnu-1) ,, A(h)e2p(log h+) du dh dn
where the integral extends over all u e K, h e A, n E N. Now a+ is clearly
a vector space over R of finite dimension. Let dv denote the element of
Eucidean measure in a+. Then the following result is easily obtained
from Theorem 1.
THEOREM 2. Put
m(v, A) = Il V-1v(Ha) + A(Ha)1 2 (v e a+, AE a-).
ae P
Then if dv is suitably normalized we have the formula
f(1) = E J'm(v, A)T, A(f) dv [f E C,j(G)]
A e i0_
the. series being absolutely convergent.
Now suppose f e C,'(G) and
F(x) = fG f(y)f(yx) dy.
Then F e CCW(G) and the operator fc, F(x)w,,, A(x) dx is self-adjoint and
positive semidefinite. Hence T,, A(F) is real and non-negative. In fact
T,A(F) = fv,u,KIfI,A((Vu)I2dvdu
where
fA,A(v, u) = fANf(vhnu-1),A(h)e2P(log h+) dh dn.
Therefore
I If(x)I2dx= F(1)= e f m(v, A) dv L If, A(V,U)I2dvduG~~~~~~Ae_tl + KX K
from Theorem 2. Since m(v, A) is real and non-negative the following
analogue of the Plancherel theorem is now easily obtained.
THEOREM 3. Let f be a measurable function on G such that
fG If(X) I2 dx < o and fG |f(x) dx < 0 .
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